**GSK3β and CREB3 Gene Expression Profiling in Benign and Malignant Salivary Gland Tumors**
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**ABSTRACT**

**Background:** Salivary gland tumors (SGT) are rare lesions with uncertain histopathology. One of the major signaling pathways that participate in the development of several tumors is protein kinase A. In this pathway, glycogen synthase kinase β (GSK3β) and cAMP responsive element binding protein (CREB3) are two genes which are supposed to be down regulated in most human tumors. The expression level of the genes was evaluated in SGT to scrutinize their possible under expression in these tumors. **Methods:** Forty eight fresh tissue samples were obtained from patients with benign and malignant SGT, including pleomorphic adenoma, warthin’s tumor, mucoepidermoid carcinoma (MEC), salivary duct carcinoma and carcinoma ex pleomorphic adenoma. Eight normal samples were used as controls. Quantitative real-time PCR was used to analyze the expression level of interest genes. **Results:** Data was analyzed by statistical methods. GSK3β was downregulate in all samples and all results were statistically significant (P<0.05). CREB3 did not show a significant decrease or increase in its mRNA expression, but the results were significant in MEC and salivary duct carcinoma. **Conclusion:** GSK3β down regulation has been reported in many human tumors. This gene stimulates CREB3, inducing cell proliferation and oncogenesis. Our findings showed GSK3β down regulation; however, CREB3 expression level was close to normal group. No association between CREB3 expression and inactivated GSK3β could be postulated in SGT.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Among rare tumors, salivary gland tumors (SGT) are specified by their different histopathological characteristics. Due to their rare occurrence, fundamental molecular mechanisms related to their heterogeneity and development is unclear [1, 2]. SGT are categorized to benign and malignant tumors. The most frequent benign type is pleomorphic adenoma, compromising 50% of all SGT. PAs grow slowly, but 2-23% of them develop to carcinoma ex pleomorphic adenoma, which is a malignant SGT [3, 4]. Warthin’s tumor, also known as cystadenolymphoma, is the second most common type of benign SGT. Warthin’s tumor arises from lymph nodes and surgical excision is therapeutic [5]. Mucoepidermoid carcinoma (MEC) includes 10-15% of all salivary gland neoplasms and is the most common malignant SGT. It contains mucus-producing cells and is divided to low-, intermediate- and high-grade subtypes [6, 7]. Salivary duct carcinoma (SDC) is a very invasive malignant SGT with very poor prognosis for the patients [8]. Another frequent malignant SGT is carcinoma ex pleomorphic adenoma, arising from pleomorphic adenoma showing an invasive behavior [9].

Because SGT are uncommon, very limited studies about molecular events participating in their development have been reported to date. Gene expression analysis would be a useful strategy for investigating new markers and understanding the mechanism of disorder in these tumors. The identification of such genetic differences allows us to further understand human salivary gland tumorigenesis using gene expression analysis. These studies will also allow us to determine whether the deregulation of such genes is an important event in the formation of SGT. Glycogen synthase kinase β (GSK3β) and cAMP responsive element binding protein (CREB3) genes are parts of the protein kinase A (PKA) signaling pathway. Glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK3) decrease or increase the apoptotic threshold and has two isoforms,
α and β, GSK3β in Wnt signaling pathway regulates the amount of β-catenin to whether promote or repress cell proliferation. Its inactivation leads to abnormal levels of β-catenin, inducing tumorgenesis; however, some studies have been reported its overexpression in several tumors [10, 11]. CREB3 is a transcription factor, participating in tumor suppression [12]. GSK3β and CREB3 have been reported to be under expressed in many human tumors [11]. No study has investigated the expression levels of GSK3β and CREB3 in SGT; however, an association between them could be suggested by analyzing their relative expression in tumor cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and tissue sampling. Forty eight fresh tissue samples were used for analysis. Tissues were obtained from surgically resected salivary glands, including pleomorphic adenoma (n = 12), warthin’s tumor (n = 7), intermediate grade MEC (n = 9), SDC (n = 7) and carcinoma ex pleomorphic adenoma (n = 7). Seven normal salivary gland tissues from unaffected salivary gland tissues of patients with pleomorphic adenoma were included in the study and used as control group. After surgical resection, tissues were kept in RNA later reagent (Qiagen, Germany) and then stored at -80°C until RNA extraction. Patients consent was obtained previously and the work was approved by Ethical Committee of Pasteur Institute of Iran. All samples were subjected to an experienced pathologist prior to experiments to guarantee their histomorphological credibility. None of the patients underwent radiotherapy or chemotherapy before tissue collection.

Primer design, RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis. Sequences of all primers for quantitative real-time PCR were designed by the Primer Express software (ver. 3.0, Applied Biosystems, CA, USA). To avoid any remarkable homology with other genomic sequences, primers were subjected to a comprehensive search in the NCBI/BLAST databases. The primers were as follow: GSK3β, 5’- AGTGGTGAGAAGAAAGATG GTTCCTAC-3’ and 3’- TGACATAAATACAGG GAGGTCTATC-5’; CREB3, 5’- CCTGCTATCTGGTCTTA CATGGTC-3’ and 3’- GACAAACACTCCATGCTCA GCTG-5’. RNA polymerase II (RNA pol II) was selected as an endogenous control; 5’- GCTGGTTTTGTGACGA CTTG-3’ and 3’- TCTTCTCCTCTTTGATCTT GTTC-5’. First, all samples were homogenized by RNXTM-plus reagent (CinnaGen, IRAN). Using the manufacturer’s instructions, RNA was isolated from samples. Optical density and concentration were determined using Nanophotometer (Implen, Germany) at 260 and 280 nm for cDNA synthesis. cDNA was constructed in separate tubes and Oligo (dT)s was used as the primer in a total volume of 20 µL under the following thermal cycle condition: 25°C for 30 s, 45°C for 4 min, 55°C for 30 s repeating 12 cycles and then 95°C for 5 min due to enzyme inactivation.

Quantitative real-time PCR. To calculate the PCR efficiency of each target and reference gene, serial dilutions of one normal tissue cDNA was arranged. Serially diluted normal cDNA was adapted to concentrations of 1000, 100, 10 and 1 ng cDNA for each reaction for drawing standard curves. With the aim of checking the specificity of the reaction and sensitivity of SYBR Green II, melting curve analysis was also performed (Fig. 1). Real-time PCR reactions were performed in triplicate by Rotor-Gene 6000 (Corbett, Australia) and two-step cycling: 95°C for 5 s 60°C for 10 s repeating 40 cycles. Reactions were performed in a total volume of 20 µL, including 10 µL SYBR Green II Master Mix (TaKaRa, Japan). 1.2 µL of mixed primers, 4.8 µL of cDNA and 4 µL of ddH2O. RNA pol II was selected as an endogenous control gene for the assays.

Quantitative analysis was performed by the measurement of CT values during the exponential phase of amplification. Using the formula, gene dosage ratio = 2^ΔΔCT, the target gene/RN pol II ratio was calculated for each sample, where ΔΔCT = [mCT Target gene (normal sample) – mCT RNA pol II gene (normal sample)] – [mCT Target gene (test sample) – mCT RNA pol II (test sample)].
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The mean gene expression and their related standard SEM for interest genes were compared in normal and SGT samples. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post test was performed using GraphPad InStat software (version 3.05, San Diego, California, USA). \( P \) value <0.05 was considered significant.

**RESULTS**

PCR efficiencies for target and reference genes were calculated by standard curve plotting to correlate quantization analysis in gene expression. All best fit trend lines were within the accepted range of \(-3.6 < \text{slope} < -3.1\) (Fig. 1). Gel electrophoresis analysis of PCR products showed a single band for each fragment with an expected length of amplicons (Fig. 2). The expression level of two interest genes was analyzed using real-time quantitative PCR. Values were characterized as mean ± SEM. The statistical significance of results was calculated using Dunnett’s multiple comparison tests (Table 1). All results for GSK3β were significant (\( P <0.05\), Fig. 3A). The gene was significantly down regulated in all benign and malignant subjects. MEC showed the least expression level of the gene among all groups (3.2 ± 0.9). SDC also showed major under expression of the gene (7.8 ± 0.8). For CREB3, the mean gene expressions of all benign and malignant samples were not as remarkable as those measured for the other gene (Fig. 3 and Table 1). Its expression level in benign and malignant SGT samples was close to the control group. Only the results of MEC and SDC group were significant (Table 1). GSK3β was down regulated according to our hypothesis, but it seems that the inactivated GSK3β cannot induce CREB3 inactivation. However, an interesting relation could be observed in MEC and SDC groups. As the expression level of GSK3β was minimized in MEC and SDC samples, CREB3 showed more significant results.

**DISCUSSION**

No association between inactive GSK3β and CREB3 expression could be postulated in the benign and malignant SGT. SGT show heterogeneity; therefore, molecular analysis and finding a significant gene expression profile would be useful to recognize different subtypes. One important feature of SGT is the inactivation of apoptosis pathways [3, 13, 14]. In the present study, the expression level of GSK3β and CREB3, as important parts of the PKA signaling pathway, was evaluated in the tumors of salivary glands. Both genes should be down regulated in these tumors since they are underexpressed in human tumors [10, 15]. GSK3 functions in several signaling pathways. Its inactivation has been implicated in several tumors, but its paradoxical function in some tumors makes it a target for therapeutic purposes, where it serves as a tumor promoter [16, 17]. Upregulated GSK3β is reported to play a major role in epithelial cancers [18, 19]. Its function is regulated by site-specific phosphorylation of Tyr216/Ser9 residues. However, upstream kinases like PKA is mainly controlled by c-AMP and phosphorylates GSK3β. Mediated inactivation of GSK3β by PKA can be seen in oral tumors [11]. Our finding showed that the gene is down regulated in SGT. Down regulation of GSK3β also stimulates accumulation of β-catenin and cell proliferation [20].

CREB is a transcription factor and participates in different biological mechanisms and tumorgenesis. CREB subtypes include CREB3. Its activity is promoted by GSK3 phosphorylation. Activated GSK3 promotes CREB phosphorylation to facilitate homeobox-mediated transcription and oncogenesis.

**Table 1. Expression level of target genes in benign and malignant salivary gland tumors.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>GSK3β</th>
<th>CREB3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100.5 ± 10.3</td>
<td>100.0 ± 16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.9 ± 3.1</td>
<td>102.2 ± 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13.3 ± 2.5</td>
<td>91.5 ± 7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>158.2 ± 12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDC</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.8 ± 0.8</td>
<td>114.7 ± 7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CexPA</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23.2 ± 9.2</td>
<td>86.1 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^* \) Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Comparing each group independently for GSK3β and CREB3. GSK3β is inactivated in all samples; however, CREB3 expression was close to control group. NR, normal; PA, pleomorphic adenoma; WT, Warthin’s tumor; MEC, mucoepidermoid carcinoma; SDC, salivary duct carcinoma; CexPA, carcinoma ex Pleomorphic adenoma.
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